OSHA 1910.27(b)(1) requires building owners to ensure each window washing anchor is capable of supporting a 5,000 pound load, in any direction, for each employee attached. OSHA also requires an annual inspection by a qualified person and a certification of each anchorage at least every ten years.

OSHA 1910.27(b)(1)(ii) requires window washing contractors to obtain written proof from the building owner that each anchor has been inspected and certified to support a 5,000 load per employee attached.

Pull Testing is the only way to document OSHA compliance and verify anchor safety.
Certified Window Washing Anchor Pull Testing with Bluetooth Technology

- Diversified Fall Protection uses Bluetooth enabled digital technology to capture your window washing anchor pull test data with a tablet.
- Time, date, and GPS location of each test is recorded and included in a PDF report to document inspection results and create accountability for time spent on-site.

- All test results are linked to a generated report which can compare tests year on year in the same location.
- Test evidence can be provided electronically from site to clients in a completed report saving time and unnecessary paperwork. (Requires Wi-Fi or Mobile Network Signal)